Golem Tassel by FusionBeads.com

Approximate finished length: 3.5 inches
Beads and other products needed for one focal:
2 - 8mm Light Azore Swarovski Crystal Round Bead – 5000 (08RD0120)
1 - Peacock Flower Lentil Ceramic Bead By Golem Design Studio - 23mm (HM0803)
1 - Brass Round Closed Jump Ring - Silver - 18 Gauge - 6mm (BM5185)
22 feet - Fudge Pearl Cotton Thread #8 (SM3718)
Tools needed to complete the focal:
Xuron Thread and Fiber Scissors (TL3000)
Hypo Tube Cement (TL)

Beading Techniques needed to complete the focal:
Making a Tassel
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Instructions to complete “Golem Tassel” focal:
Tip: Instructions will walk you through step-by-step on making a focal piece. Then let your creativity soar and add
it to a beaded necklace, a pre-made chain, your favorite cord and more!
Note: Cut a 12-inch length of cord instead of a 2-inch length of cord in Step 5 of the Making a Tassel Technique.
Step 1
Using the pearl cotton and a standard business card (or 3 fingers), make a 2-inch long tassel (see Making a
Tassel Technique). Wrap the cord around the card or fingers 50 times (20 feet) to create a fuller tassel.
Step 2
String one 8mm bead onto the 12-inch (6-inch doubled up strands) from Step 5 of the Making a Tassel
Technique. Tie 4 knots after the bead to create one large knot.
Step 3
String the 23mm Golem bead. Tie 3 knots after the bead to create one large knot.
Step 4
String one 8mm bead.
Step 5
Bring the cord through the 6mm jump ring and string back down the 8mm bead from Step 4. Pull tight.
Step 6
To secure your cord, tie a knot around the large knot from Step 3, cut the cord, and apply Hypo Tube Cement to
the back of your knots.

For step-by-step photos and instructions on these and other techniques, visit FusionBeads.com and
select Beading Techniques from the top navigation bar. You’ll find more Inspiration jewelry ideas at
FusionBeads.com!
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